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new ground, changing fields

By KIMBERLEE FREDERICK

A potential government shutdown was avoided on Friday, April
15, when President Barack Obama
signed the budget agreement that
outlines federal spending for the remainder of the fiscal year. The agreement was reached and sent for voting late on April 8, an hour before
the government shutdown would
have occurred.
The agreement will cut spending
by $38.5 billion and will fund the
federal government through Sept.
30. Programs like the National Endowment for the Arts, the highspeed rail and emergency first responders will be affected by these
cuts.
Congress also voted to cut funding to Planned Parenthood and
Obama’s health care plan; both measures passed in the House but were
defeated in the Senate, which is
dominated by Democrats.
Citing education as one of his
priorities, President Obama said
in a speech that colleges are largely spared by the spending cuts, as is
medical research.
“We protected the investments we
need to win the future,” Obama said.
According to the White House
blog, the Bill will keep the Pell
Grant maximum at its current number—$5,550. In doing so, the bill
ensures that colleges and universities will not have to rescind or reduce financial aid offers to families,
the Chronicle of Higher Education
reported.
The President signed the agreement, which was passed by both
houses of Congress on April 14, despite harboring objections to two
sections of the agreement.
According to CNN, the two sections “prohibit the use of funds to
transfer Guantanamo detainees into
the United States and to move detainees into the custody of foreign
countries unless specific conditions
are met.”
see BUDGET page 2
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“Sod Field”: Todd Field was quickly re-sodded last week due to damage from heavy use and rain.

Todd Field gets tune-up
By CHELSEA TSUCHIDA

From now until the end of the
academic year Todd Field is closed
while it is being renovated as a result
of damage done to the field.
Besides students who spontaneously play ultimate Frisbee or
lounge there on a sunny day, students involved in intramural sports,
like soccer, kickball and softball, are
also affected by the closure.
“This year we’ve had a tremendous amount of use and rain on the
field so what’s happened is the grass
got pulled up and it essentially became a mud pit. It became unplayable and unsafe. Because we [the
University] use it for graduation
and other functions, it’s best to start
repairing it now,” Associate VP for
Facilities Bob Kief said.
Facilities pulled up the grass and
mud and laid sod so that the field
looks good while under repair. Because sod requires a shorter recovery time compared to seed, Todd
Field will be ready by graduation.
According to Director of Athletics Amy Hackett, kickball and softball are moved to East Field based
on availability, while soccer will
now take place in lower Baker Stadium as well as Warner Gym.
However, there are some restricsee TODD FIELD page 2
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Fast Grass: Large sod rolls were used rather than grass seeds.

Recently, the Internet news site
Inside Higher Ed reported on a new
study called the Citation Project.
This study analyzed research papers
written by first-year students at a variety of different colleges.
The Citation Project concluded
that college students are not synthesizing their information, that they
are not citing or paraphrasing information correctly and that their papers often include too many quotes.
Researchers for the study sorted
each piece of information found in
student papers into four categories:
exact copying, “patchwriting” (copying a piece of information with vary
limited changes, usually considered
a bad paraphrase by the researchers),
paraphrasing (information stated in
the students’ own words and shows
the students’ analysis and interpretation of the information) and summary (the preferred method of citing information by the researchers).
The study revealed that nine percent of the citations from the study
were placed in the “summary” category, showing that students are not
synthesizing information for their
papers.
So while the Citation Project
study shows that students around
the nation are unintentionally plagiarizing by not synthesizing their
information, is there an issue at
Puget Sound?
“Students that I have talked to
have said they do not believe there
is a culture of [intentional] plagiarism here,” Director of the Center
for Writing, Learning, and Teaching
(C.W.L.T.) Julie Neff-Lippman said.
“I believe there are more cases of
unintentional plagiarism than intentional plagiarism. [But] I think other faculty might disagree with me,”
Neff-Lippman said.
Some students also agree with
see PLAGIARISM page 2

New police unit established to dig up cold cases
By SYLVIE DALEY

The Tacoma Police Department
established a new unit last week,
dedicated to investigating unsolved
mysteries, known as cold cases, fulltime.
Veteran Tacoma Police Detective Gene Miller was assigned to the
unit on March 14 to investigate homicides and suspicious missing person cases that were never closed.
Miller has begun prioritizing all of
the Department’s cold case information and seeking assistance with
DNA and other forensic evidence
from the Washington State Patrol
crime lab.
A police investigation is considered “cold” after all possible leads
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have been exhausted, all evidence
has been assessed and no arrests can
be made. The Tacoma Police Department has nearly 190 unsolved
cases from the past 50 years.
Assistant Police Chief Mike Ake
elected to cut the Tacoma Police
Criminal Investigations Bureau
from two detectives to one, in order to put a detective on the Department’s cold cases full-time. Although they were able to do this
under their existing budget, the Tacoma Police Department is seeking federal funding to improve their
cold case unit.
In past years, the Tacoma Police Department has twice been
turned down for federal grants for
work on unsolved cases. Current-

ly, the Department is working with
the Pierce County Sheriff ’s Department in pursuit of a $500,000 grant
to put toward local cold case investigations.
The two departments have submitted a joint application to the National Institute of Justice, the Tacoma News Tribune reported last
week, in hopes that a collaborative
effort by their two agencies will get
better results.
During his career with the Tacoma Police Department’s Criminal Investigations Bureau, Detective
Miller often investigated cold cases, in addition to his full workload
of current ones, and is recognized
within the Department for having
a talent in following evidence, con-
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ducting thorough investigations and
establishing strong cases.
Last year, working on a separate
case, Miller solved a mystery from
1986 of the strangulation of two area
teens. Through extensive investigation and with the help of the more
modern forensic technology, Miller
determined the murderer to be serial killer Timothy Ray Burkhart.
Burkhart was under investigation in
connection with the deaths of two
other local women when he committed suicide in 2001, according to
the July 2010 report on the resolution of the case in the Tacoma News
Tribune.
The same News Tribune article
quoted Miller saying: “The families deserve justice, and sometimes
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it just doesn’t come from a courtroom.” It was his passion for seeking justice, even after several decades, that made the Tacoma Police
Department designate Miller as it’s
cold case unit detective.
Among Detective Miller’s first
projects in his new position will be
trying to solve the disappearance of
eight-year-old Ann Marie Burr, who
was kidnapped in North Tacoma in
1961. He is also following a case involving Stanley Guidroz, who was
recently convicted in Louisiana for
stabbing his wife to death. Guidroz’s
three-year-old son Wallace went
missing at Point Defiance Park in
Tacoma 28 years ago. Neither of
the two children’s bodies were ever
found.
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TODD FIELD

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

tions when using East Field in order to prevent damage. For example, students are not allowed to wear
cleats and games will not be allowed
on days where it is exceptionally
muddy or rainy so as to avoid ruining the field.
“Players may assume that Intramurals have come up with some
of these standards or last minute
changes and feel we are unorganized, however we had no choice
in these changes. It was the school
administration,” Supervisor/Sports
Official for intramural sports Krystle Vasquez said.
Despite
these
restrictions,
Vasquez says that student involvement in intramural sports has not
been affected, and she thanks Coach
Justin Lunt and Coach Brian Billings for obtaining East Field for intramural use.
When asked if the closure of
Todd Field raised any concerns as
far as scheduling games and practice, Hackett responded, “At this
time of year we don’t use Todd Field
for anything other than intramurals. The only impact is the possible
damage to East Field but we are trying to take measures to mitigate that
issue.”
Vasquez said, “We have currently
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Neff-Lippman about the commonality of unintentional plagiarism.
“I think unintentional plagiarism is a problem. The problems I
see are improper citations and paraphrasing. I haven’t seen anyone who
has intentionally plagiarized [at the
C.W.L.T.],” senior C.W.L.T. Writing
Advisor Mackenzie Fuentes said.
“I think unintentional plagiarism is a problem because we [as
students] are focusing on so many
things. Whatever ideas are in our
head we think they are our own
ideas,” freshman Julia Fishman said.
“What we want is for students
to make learning their own, not

these restrictions, will seek to mitigate their effects, and will oppose
any attempt to extend or expand
them in the future,” Obama said.
According to CNN, on April 13
the Congressional Budget Office
indicated that only $352 million of
the proposed $38.5 billion in savings will be realized in this fiscal
year.
On April 14, House Speaker John
Boehner, R-Ohio, stated that all of
the cuts will eventually take place,
but over a longer period of time
than many House members expected.

trailnews@pugetsound.edu

just copying someone else’s words,”
Neff-Lippman said.
There are numerous strategies for
students to use in order to prevent
unintentional plagiarism.
“After a student reads something
the student should close the book
and write it in their own words,”
Neff-Lippman said.
Fuentes suggested using two colors of pen when taking notes—one
for direct quotes from whatever you
are reading and another for your
own thoughts. This will help “decrease the confusion” about your
notes, Fuentes explained.
“Avoid plagiarism with a direct
quote or a paraphrase depending on
your writing style,” Neff-Lippman
said.

Overall Fuentes said, “When all
else fails, cite more. It is always better to overcite than to undercite.”
“By doing a citation correctly you
can help the reader follow up, you
can establish yourself as a scholar,
and citations make the student look
smart, besides being honest,” NeffLippman said.
The C.W.L.T. can also provide
help to students who are concerned
about plagiarizing.
“When students have appointments, tell the advisor that they are
struggling with putting work into
their own words and citing,” NeffLippman explained.
“We can help with any sort of
writing issue,” Fuentes added.
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The final deliberations for the 2011-12 budgets will be made
early next week, and the Senate will approve budgets April 28 at
Formal Senate in the Murray Boardroom, beginning at 7 p.m. A
representative must be present to receive a budget for his/her
respective group, club or organization.
As was noted in the Trail a few weeks ago, this semester’s Midnight
Breakfast was cancelled in response to the severity of misbehavior
and disrespect present at this past semester’s traditional event.
However, plans are underway for a return of Midnight Breakfast
next December—and it will be accompanied with alterations that
promote safety, accountability and responsible decision-making.
The new exec team is open to all questions, suggestions and
criticisms, and all of us genuinely want to help improve student life.

post-graduation options for
English majors and minors
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In a speech given after he signed
the agreement, the President said, “I
have signed this act because of the
importance of avoiding a lapse in
appropriations for the federal government … the remainder of fiscal
year 2011.”
That is not to say that Obama
does not have the intention of adjusting the act, however.
“My administration will work
with the Congress to seek repeal of

rescheduled all the games that were
originally set for Todd Field to the
East Field. Initially this was a major
stressor to the staff, however Intramural staff, specifically the supervisors, did not have to make any
changes. We made a smooth transition to the other field. As for the
future I do not foresee this being a
major issue. Todd Field should be
fine by next fall. The University just
heavily stressed the closure of it due
to commencement activities this
coming May.”
Despite the initial stress from rescheduling and relocating, Vasquez
said that the change in location was,
overall, a positive change.
“The East Field is a nicer field
and it’s in a remote location so our
sports, currently softball and kickball, won’t interfere with students
walking past Todd Field.
There have been times in the past
where non-Intramural players passing Todd Field have almost been hit
by a softball, so in general the new
location is safer with less interference,” Vaszquez said.
However, if you enjoy dodging
the occasional rogue softball or soccer ball as you walk by Todd Field,
do not to worry, because come fall
the field will be open once again to
the intramural athletes, ultimatefrisbee enthusiasts and sunbathers
of Puget Sound.
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securit y report
The following incidents were reported to Security Services between April 12 and April 18,
2011:
Motor Vehicle Theft
A staff members vehicle (an older Ford) was stolen from the Fieldhouse parking lot.
Theft from Vehicle
Three vehicles parked in separate locations were broken into during the week. One vehicle
was parked in a Union Ave. lot, one near the Library, and the last in the Wheelock Student
Center lot. In each incident, portable electronic equipment was taken.
Malicious Mischief to Vehicle
A students vehicle parked on N. Lawrence near N. 13th Street had its side window broken out.
Nothing was taken from the vehicle.
Theft
A staff member reported her North Face jacket stolen from the Wheelock Student Center.
Crime Prevention Tips:
· Always secure your room or ofﬁce space while you are away. Never leave personal or
university property unattended or unsecured. Remember to secure ground and ﬁrst ﬂoor windows. As the weather warms, it is important to remember this.
· Do not leave valuables in your vehicle, doing so attracts thieves.
· The use of a U-bolt style lock is highly recommended for bicycle security.
· Help prevent crime by being an extra set of eyes and ears and reporting suspicious activity right away. Security is open 24/7. The main reporting number is 253.879.3311. Please
program this number into your phone.

Courtesy of Todd A. Badham, Director of Security Services
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College should train thinkers, not just workers
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Your money or your life of the mind: Is college meant to illuminate the intellect or the resume?

By ELLIOTT G. PIROS
Optimism is a heady drug. Americans, especially the liberal, enlightened ones, love to be optimistic. One
thing people are particularly optimistic about is college education.
Not only can anyone “get it,” but ideally, everyone should get it.
But when we say “college education” what do we mean? Is it just a
diploma that allows for a higher pay-

ing job, or does college still have its
erstwhile goal at heart, the improvement of the mind?
College is not simply four years
between high school and a job. We
need to recognize that the improvement of the mind is more important
than the improvement of a resume.
I believe that the University of
Puget Sound, as a small, exclusive, liberal arts college, has the rare
chance to promote the college expe-

Letter to the Editor
By NATHAN LITTLE
As someone who spends a lot of
time trying to be funny, I worry a lot
about how comedy is treated in society. I know that as with anything as
intangible as comedy there is no sure
footing. Is comedy art? Is all comedy art? Is there a substantiative difference between good art and bad art?
Is there a substantiative difference
good and bad comedy? I do know,
but I have my own answers which
differ from yours, and yours probably differ from the next person’s. I
also know that this University lacks
the authority and the right to define
what is and is not funny.
Over the past six years that I have
regularly performed improv comedy I have made fun of women. I have
made fun of sorority girls, hot librarians, old maids and Sarah Palin. I
have cracked jokes about the elderly,
Jews, Christians, Mexicans, Asians,
Caucasians, meat-headed fraternity bros, homosexuals, white collar,
blue collar, nerds, shy people, brave
people, drunk people, short people,
tall people and fat people. About the
only people I have not made fun of
are Muslims, because they would
probably fly a plane into my house.
(Was that simply ethno/religious intolerance, or a nod to the very real ignorance, prejudice and outright hate
that Muslims face in modern, “postracial” America?) Many of the jokes
I have made have been to large audiences, at performances that have
been, if not outright endorsed, then
enthusiastically tolerated by my high
school and college. And yet, in spite
of what are innumerable violations of
the Diversity Statement, the Campus
Policy Prohibiting Harassment and
Sexual Misconduct and the Student
Integrity Code, I have not been asked
to step off stage.
Am I saying that I should be asked
to do so? Was this a confession to

wipe my conscience clean while
blackening my college records? No,
and I hope the administration will
not take it as such. What I want to
show is that those policies and statements are not law. If applied to every instance which might step on
someone’s toes they would be grossly
over-broad and stifling (and I’d begin
looking for residence at a more permissive institution like BYU (Wait,
do I hate Mormons? Hint: my family was excommunicated)). Not everything that can be offensive is offensive, and if it were you could say
goodbye to things like the Vagina
Monologues and the Drag Show,
which clearly are abrasive to more
conservative sensibilities. Instead of
looking to the word of the school
policies to decide the character of our
campus, we should focus on creating
a fertile environment for diverse lifestyles and art forms. Violations of
conduct codes, when it pertains to
what might be considered art (and
I think it is safe to say that parody
might be considered art), should be
much more like Justice Potter Stewart’s definition of pornography, “I
know it when I see it.”
Yet in the case of the Rattler, I
don’t think the administration really
sees it. If it was clear there wouldn’t
be so much debate and the university
would have acted against one of the
four previous Rattler publications.
I know people were hurt, and that’s
unfortunate. No one enjoys, and few
deserve to be mocked publicly. And
while the Rattler was indeed sophomoric (all offense to present and future sophomores intended), “detrimental to their pursuit of learning”
it was not. Nor should the University
react with “institutional abhorrence,”
a phrase I would have hoped people
as learned as Mr. Segawa would reserve for the real tragedies, like the
see LETTER page 3

Want your opinion to be heard?
If you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail us at
trailops@pugetsound.edu, or visit our new website at
trail.pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us. We will
select responses each week to publish in the next issue.

rience as a training ground for the
life of the mind. I fear, however, that
it will go a different route, becoming
an expensive and glorified vocational school.
Several months ago, in his state of
the union address, President Obama
declared, among other things, that
our country needs to out-educate his
rivals. As a White House Press Secretary fact sheet made clear, however, Mr. Obama’s idea of education is

a promotion of “science, technology,
engineering, and math—key skills
for the best jobs in America.” Mr.
Obama means for the improvement
of our educational system to be for
the purpose of improving the quality of our labor force, so that we can
compete with China, India, Brazil or
other rapidly growing nations.
Of course, we need to eliminate
structural employment to bolster
the efficiency of our workforce and
to maintain our standard of living,
but isn’t something else important in
addition to grooming highly skilled
workers?
Students too often break college
into classes that are practical or impractical. Math, science and business—these will be applicable in
“real life.” Literature, arts, philosophy—these are nothing but, to use
the ridiculous term, “mental masturbation.” In retrospect, after college, the days spent reading Spinoza
or Edmund Spencer become hazy,
idyllic, useless.
Indeed, many colleges have done
much to break down the boundaries
between college and the real world.
Business students at Ohio University, for instance, oversee some one
million dollars of the university’s
investments. Finally, it is said, students can actually do something important, something that matters. Already, immediately after graduating,
students will be able to wave their re-

sumes high and say with pride, “Yes,
I have managed investments! Yes, I
can do that!”
Yet we at the University of Puget
Sound should be wary of following
this trend. We should produce students who can think, not simply do.
We should return to an older idea of
college, an inherently more intellectual idea. As an anonymous columnist put it in the Atlantic Magazine,
college used to be “a place to condition one’s mind with four years of
intellectual crunches and sets and
reps.”
In this more intellectual view of
college, the idea of college for everyone is problematic. It may leave a bitter taste of snobbery in the mouths
of equal opportunists, but not everyone is cut out with the sufficient intuitive reasoning skills or desire or
ambition to make it through four
years of intellectual rigor. Not everyone is able to grapple successfully
with the Coase theorem or Baudrillard’s idea of simulacra or the Many
Worlds interpretation.
But then again, the University of
Puget Sound doesn’t let just anybody
in. Already we exclude vast portions
of people simply because they lack
the academic ability to succeed here.
I say we make the most of this exclusiveness and make Puget Sound
a breeding ground for the life of the
see THINKERS page 3

A lesson on female genital fluids

By SUZY SPONGEWORTHY

Alright, class, let’s start with a
little word association: sticky, wet,
gush, shoot, trickle, slosh, drip, slippery, warm, secretion.
Blushing yet?
It is an exceedingly natural thing
to produce fluids, yet for some reason it is a source of discomfort, insecurity and confusion for many.
Today’s column deals with female
fluids, but fear not, for next week
shall be all about the dude side of
things.
As cited from Aphrodite Women’s Health online, women often
view the smell, taste, appearance
and feel of their genitals (the vulva) negatively even though most

men view these aspects positively. A quick preface on vocabulary:
vagina only refers to the actual canal, whereas the word vulva encompasses the whole kitten caboodle. I
will be using these words throughout.
I want to jump right into what
makes vulvas slip ‘n’ slide. As cited
by The-Clitoris.com, women have
a prostate gland surrounding the
urethra where the G-spot is located (although it is more of an area of
spongy material: “the G sponge”).
The liquid, a fluid similar to what
mixes with sperm to make semen in
men, is called prostatic acid phosphatase and is emitted from a pore
called the Skene’s gland next to
the urethral opening. The average

amount secreted is two tablespoons
to an ounce (think shot glass).
Unless there is an issue of incontinence, a medical condition characterized by a lack of control over
urination, this fluid is not urine.
Sometimes it does look like urine,
especially in porn scenes. Apparently, actors who squirt chug a lot
of water on set for scene-prep. Also,
clenching one’s pelvic floor muscles
can stop the flow, especially if the
ejaculator is embarrassed, so if you
want to ejaculate, do your Kegel exercises and relax!
In my own personal experimenting and from the recent Babeland
sex talk, it is true that one can ejaculate without orgasm and orgasm
see FLUIDS page 3

Letter to the Editor

This letter is in response to the Opinions section of the April 15 issue of The Trail.
Dear Opinions Section Staff,
This weekend I saw the Senior
Theater Festival’s awesome production of The 4th Graders Present an
Unnamed Love-Suicide, a wonderfully disturbing presentation of TEN
YEAR OLDS ENACTING A SUICIDE. It reminded me of the way
that your articles, however factual,
seem to focus on the petty or obvious
and miss the larger context of your
opinions.
Take for example Elliott Piro’s
“gay” article clearly misinterpreting
the meaning of stereotypes. First, an
exact definition of your section editor as “the literature student with a
newsboy cap” isn’t a stereotype—he
just dresses that way. More important, though, is that you’re complaining about the exact second half of the
Merriam-Webster definition of the
word: you forgot to quote from the
website, which says that a stereotype
“represents an oversimplified opinion, prejudiced attitude, or uncritical
judgment.” It’s not supposed to have
“internal variety,” that would be what
we call individuality.
Kitto’s 500 word PC advertisement—part of the “Corporate bailout”—runs in a similar vein, forgetting the role of class in making
distinctions between gay/straight

and Mac/PC. (Although, Steve Jobs /
Bill Gates, if you’re reading this, your
computers are AWESOME. And I
have student loans. Call me.)
Stereotypes define class differences, that’s why it’s weird to see wine
glasses at a baseball game and not at
the president’s ball. Different expectations are based on how much material wealth one is assumed to have.
We are able to waste our time arguing
about whether a Mac is better than a
PC because we pay over 18 grand to
go to school, whereas the majority of
the world doesn’t have that luxury.
People with money have power
and influence to make the rules and
ensure that they keep their money
and stay in power. It’s like how Editor-in-Chief David Cohn asks for
Letters to the Editor but makes it
very difficult to know that he wants
them 600 words or less, submitted
by Sunday afternoon, only addressing an article the public has had less
than a weekend to read and respond
to. This isn’t stated anywhere and it
is a major barrier to publishing these
letters; there is a higher power controlling the message of the paper in
the same way that power defines gender and racial differences.
Then, not only does Ms. Evans’
“security” article present biased research, its unfair to the Security staff

that are actually keeping people safe.
Evans’ only critique is that Security
doesn’t make students feel safe, despite reiterating how students are not
in any danger. Security has its faults,
but PR is not its sole purpose. In the
words of Dr. House, would you rather have a doctor that was nice to you
as you died or a jerk who cures you?
If I wanted to know more about Security’s procedures, I’d actually ask
Security personnel and not people
who have a grudge against those that
are doing their job and doing it well.
The above goes for Ms. Hepker,
too. ‘Democracy needs well rounded leaders’ is something I learned in
high school civics class, and getting
a high paying job for reading more
sounds like a textbook definition of
economic incentive.
My real concern is who does the
Opinions staff think it is writing to?
Is this the extent of the controversy
you believe students’ critical thinking
can handle: masturbation?
Your views don’t challenge me nor
seem to have any meaningful significance to my life. As a member of this
scholarly community, I welcome well
argued and worthwhile debate that
considers the larger story. So go big
or go home.
		 Sincerely
		
Jesse Pascal

Opinions
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Grads self-teach to pursue knowledge
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Who can Tell?: Without care, the fruit of learning will rot.

By KYLE NUNES
Upon graduating from Puget
Sound, a majority of students will be
freed from the educational system of
which they have been a part for 17
years. Consequently, they will be cut
off from the guidance of professors,
academic advisors, educational resources and a community of competitive thinkers.
The end of the paperchase will
come as a relief for most people,
but what can a student do when his
or her intellectual thirst is not yet
quenched?
Those graduates who are disinterested in pursuing post-baccalauereate study, yet have resolved to
further their independent learning,
will need to acquire the skills to selfteach.
Nourishing the mind after college demands that the liberated stu-

dent become an autonomous learner. This requires a conscious effort to
identify one’s goals, the educational resources at hand and innovative
ways to lead post-baccalaureate enquiry with institutional support.
Yet before determining these factors, the graduate must negotiate the
shift out of college. Jason Schumacher, Puget Sound alumnus and account coordinator at Health Advocacy Strategies in Seattle, weighed
in on the issue. “Transitioning out of
school is both stressful as fuck and
exciting beyond belief,” he said.
Schumacher also warned that
“having four years in college…of being told that life is entirely open to
you after graduation creates…an unrealistic expectation of what’s actually out there for recent graduates.”
The break down of the encouragement that students get and idealism that they nurture at Puget Sound

means that they must shake up their
thought patterns, directing their attention to answering the non-academic material demands (food,
shelter, income) of post-graduate life
and its social flux.
Dan Kowalczyk, a University of
Washington alumnus who lives and
works on Orcas Island, shared his
experience. He was anxious, but
the transition brought him “an exhilarating urgency to tidy up my
life and take responsibility in a way
that I didn’t need to in college. I
started thinking more in financial
terms more than I did when I was in
school.”
The scare of graduation causes the
student to re-orient his or her social
relationships and values. One value that can be compromised easily
in the transition from college is the
quest for new knowledge and study
strategies.
Autonomous learning has its own
structure that draws on a graduate’s
collegiate experience. It also grows
from fresh ideas to cultivate one’s
intellectual discipline and complex
problem solving skills.
For example, if a graduate in English wants to learn about Western
philosophy, but has never taken a
class nor met anyone who studied it,
she has a few options.
She could enroll in a class at a local community college or attend
city-hall lectures. She could read key
primary texts and their companion
guides alone or with a group, putting the same study strategies that
worked in college to use in an unfamiliar context. Note-taking, drafting
abstracts, answering or coming up
with comprehension questions are
the instruments of self-teaching.
Assistant professor of psychology
David Moore commented on how a
diligent student can make the cognitive shift from top-down, institutional learning to the independent
kind.
“If someone has been able to
achieve a high level of autonomy
in their area…if they have really learned how to learn…while [at
Puget Sound]…that ability, that motivation and those skills will help
immensely,” whether the graduate
is studying philosophy “or learning
how to fix their car.”
Moore went on to discuss the neuro-scientific aspect of brain development in late adolescence and continued learning after graduation: “the

Raw foods fad grown, now ripening
By MEGAN EVANS
When people think of the word
“raw,” one of the first things that
comes to mind is probably bloody
meat. Yet that is not the image of a
raw foods diet.
A raw foodie strives to eat only
that which the human body is biologically designed to digest—organic and uncooked fruits, nuts and
vegetables. Raw foods are defined as
foods that contain their natural enzymes. Enzymes aid in the digestion
and absorption of food. Because enzymes begin to degrade at a minimum of 106 degrees Fahrenheit,
raw foodies avoid cooked food.
One of the easiest ways to describe the raw diet is to use dogs,
not humans. Despite domestication, dogs still retain the digestive
systems of their predecessors. Every
part of this system, from the teeth to
the intestinal tract, has evolved to
run most efficiently on freshly killed
animals.
So when dogs are fed raw meat,
they can achieve their peak potential. They shed significantly less, are

faster and stronger and can even
heal health issues that had plagued
them while on a different diet.
Pet food that is advertised as having full servings of vegetables and
grains are essentially useless to dogs.
They are evolutionarily designed to
be carnivorous. Humans are similar in that we often consume food
that we think is good for us when ig
is not, simply because we have not
evolved to use it.
The ancestors of humans ate what
they could find: fruit, vegetables
and nuts. Our bodies developed
through years of eating these foods,
and today humans function considerably better consuming a regular
gatherers’ diet.
A lot of people who subscribe to
the raw diet are also vegetarian or
even vegan. One does not, however, have to be either. A raw diet does
not necessarily mean giving up the
foods you like in order to eat leaves
all day long. One conscious decision a day—choosing an apple over
a cookie or a salad instead of fries—
can lead to improved overall health.
Many Americans think that

weight is the best measurement of
health. While few obese people can
be considered healthy, not all skinny
people are healthy either.
Raw foodies believe that most
health conditions in the modern
world are directly caused by “faulty
food,” or food that has been cooked
and processed until it contains little
or no nutritional value. Instead of
being just zero value points, however, it can have a negative impact
on our health because it cannot be
processed by our bodies. Eating raw
foods can actually make us stronger,
smarter and even more emotionally stable.
It is easy to dismiss raw food as
“just another hippie fad,” but the
reality is that humans are designed
to eat raw foods. While some people refuse to admit that their choices have any effect on their long term
health, it is one of those things that
have been proved time and time
again—“you are what you eat.” If
what you eat is a healthy, enzymepacked diet you will be following
the food of our ancestors—what we
evolved to consume.

trailops@pugetsound.edu
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last major part of the brain to fully mature is the prefrontal cortex,
[which is]…sometimes described as
the executive part of the brain.”
In men, the pre-frontal cortex
(PFC) tends to complete development by the late 20’s to early 30’s, and
in women, by the mid 20’s. “[In] that
period of time,” Moore said, “that
part of the brain is still maturing and
so it’s an absolutely critical time for
laying the foundation for potential
lifelong learning.”
During this time of life, the brain
also undergoes “pruning,” the process by which synaptic connections
between neurons that are not used
are lost. Moore affirmed that this activity “[gives] credence to that adage
‘use it or lose it’ which we now know
applies throughout the lifespan.”
While a student, the limits and
potential and exact form of one’s intellectual output are set by professors. The intellect is fed at the trough
of knowledge with the hope that students can pursue a self-motivated
and self-sustaining enquiry afterwards. What shall the autonomous
learner do to meet his or her goals
when this support-system disappears?
In some ways, the pressures of
post-collegiate life force the answer.
“Living independently and working a full-time professional job requires much more planning, organization, and to be honest, work,
than college did,” Schumacher said.
“Working has given me the ability
to, for lack of a better phrase, really
get shit done.”
For Kowalczyk, the character of
learning transforms “when you are
in a community of people who are
not just there to learn, but mainly to
do business. You need to glean information quicker, with better questions, and take plenty of notes so you
don’t waste their time when they
could be working.”
The provisional solution for pursuing independent learning is to return to the basics of knowledge acquisition. One has to utilize skills
that become rote during the course
of an educational career. However,
unorthodox methods can also be
pursued to fuse a person’s post-collegiate economical mindset with his
or her desires to broach foreign areas of thought, such as searching out
a small interdisciplinary learning
community.

without ejaculating. This is even explored in tantric sex. Fascinating!
Vulvas can be loud and sloshy.
I became aware of this for the first
time when a partner was manually
stimulating me, so I had to ask, “Do
you like that sound?” His answer,
which turns me on even to this day,
was, “Uh, yeah!” in an unmistakably honest tone that read as “duh.”
If you’re going down, you might
relate to a reader’s comment on my
oral sex column online that questioned how sanitary the vulva is.
There seems to be this sentiment
that vulvas are a maze of folds, crevasses and disorientation. One
wrong turn and you’ll never make
it out. I don’t get that. There are
two folds per side next to the vaginal opening: labia minora and labia majora (so it is more of a labia-rinth). And, okay, the clitoral
hood might be a little confusing
as well. But still, easiest labyrinth
ever. David Bowie would NOT be
impressed.
However, fluids can get into
these vulva folds and make things a
bit campy. Plus, since it’s not as out
there and visible, vulvas are more
difficult to clean than the more explicit (circumcised) penis. Health
care providers usually encourage using a mild soap, if anything,
when washing the vulva. The great
news is the vagina is self-cleaning.
So just say no to douching. As for
menstrual fluids, the pH and taste
changes during a girl’s period.
These fluids can make great lube
but a hell of a mess.
Speaking of lube, there is this
weird negative connotation toward it, probably because the vagina is self-lubricating. However,
there can be a lag time from action
to lubrication. A vulva owner often needs to be warmed up before
the juices start flowing. It is one of
those things, like spontaneous boners, that cannot be controlled and
should not be a cause of shame or
insecurity.
There is a huge variety of lube
flavors, viscosities and composition
that are fun to experiment with.
Babeland’s shop in Seattle lets you
sample/taste them!
Check in next week for Professor
Spongeworthy’s Man-Fluids 101
seminar.
Class dismissed. Now who wants
a ruler spanking?

LETTER

student publication at an unknown
private college in a Seattle backwater.
And it was funny.
What is clear is that the school has
a case of petty vandalism on its hand;
maybe a little worse than someone
writing nasty things in chalk on the
ground outside of the SUB and signing it “Love, ASUPS.” I am glad to see
the administration was able to find
time in its busy schedule to reprimand the hooligan after the fourth
occurrence (especially with so much
gardening to do!). I am sure that
punishment will be just and in proportion to the crime as opposed to
making an example out of the whole
situation to ward off a lawsuit. That
would just be slutty.

continued FROM page 3

situation in Japan or the plight of the
Falun Gong, and not petty name calling. The Rattler does not pose threat
to the safety of our community nor
the ability of our student body to excel in the professional and academic worlds; in twelve years of primary and secondary school we have
shown we are above the sticks and
stones of our peers. It was not an act
of predation by a cabal of the powerful against a repressed community,
and calls to raise our voices in protest
only trivialize legitimate struggles for
equality. The Rattler was written by a
single person as a parody of a minor

THINKERS

continued FROM page 3

mind. Let us embrace intellectualism, let us celebrate the fact that for
four sweet years we have time away
from the humdrum mediocrity of
reality to improve our mental faculties, to masticate complex theorems and paradoxes with our wellgreased, synthesizing molars and

our sharpened, analytical canines.
There is too much beauty in the life
of the mind for us to concentrate only
on becoming highly skilled workers.
Mr. Obama should know that in addition to rising GDP, intellectual institutions are a point upon which
Americans should pride themselves,
over our economic competitors. Far
from merely well trained, let our labor force also be the most insightful
and the most well-read.

Opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The Trail staff, ASUPS, the University, or its Board of Trustees. Articles and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion
of the Trail editorial staff. The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letters submitted for publication. Letters to the editor will not be edited for grammar, spelling, or content, except in the case of
material that is considered to be offensive, as determined by the Trail style guide. All letters to the editor must be signed and must have an email address or phone number. Letters for publication the
following Friday are due no later than Monday at noon and may be sent to: The Puget Sound Trail, 1095 Wheelock Student Center, Tacoma, WA 98416 or trail@pugetsound.edu.
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“HEY YOU,” dudes in
white sweatshirts, “never stop
schploring”? Learn your Greek!
“HEY YOU,” Thunderf***
and Homewrecker, I am sad
we couldn’t catch the ice cream
truck. Next time, we’ll be ready.

Want to submit a Hey You?
E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu
or put one in the box in
Diversions Cafe.
The Trail will never publish
Hey Yous that explicitly refer to
individuals or groups, contain
identifying information or drug
and alcohol references, or are
hateful or libelous in nature.

You’re so fast now! Too bad
your coffee tastes like ass now.

“HEY YOU,” Obnoxious
people in diversions, thanks for
providing inspiration for all the
Hey Yous.

“HEY YOU,” Who shares a
name with the boy who lived, I
just LOVE that sexy, curly hair
of yours!

“HEY YOU,” You F’in
Betcha!

“HEY YOU,” Team Naked,
rip and suck, ladies.

“HEY YOU,” After Saturday
night, I only want to be your
super special lunchtime buddy
guest even more, but it’s still
a little too soon for me. But
I’d love to hang out and get to
know you better, and we can
see?

“HEY YOU,” Hold my hand
again?

“HEY YOU,” Those aren’t
lemons, they’re Sun Eggs.

“HEY YOU,” Blonde hipster
in Seward with Gauges, you
suck… stop trying so hard.

“HEY YOU,” 808 calls for a
good night and mosh pits.
“HEY YOU,” Don’t sleep, I’ll
tickle you…

“HEY YOU,” PHO!
“HEY YOU,” Giggle with
grammar.
“HEY YOU,” I’m a woman
and I support the Rattler.

“HEY YOU,” My dad loves
Easter egg hunts.
“HEY YOU,” How big would
a bird have to scare you?

“HEY YOU,” War is ignorance. Ignorance is bliss. Drink
responsibly.

“HEY YOU,” I wrote a hey
you about you.

“HEY YOU,” Attractive GPhi, I like your wrist lactation.
RISK.

“HEY YOU,” Thanks for
such a great party. Lovin’ the
shire!

“HEY YOU,” GPHI leaving
on Pac-Rim. I’m going to miss
you hard core.

“HEY YOU,” Diversions!

“HEY YOU,” It’s Britney
bitch!

“HEY YOU,” boy with tan/
black North Face jacket, red
lanyard and black backpack.
If you’re that sick, don’t come
to the library. Your incessant
coughing is nasty, distracting
and is going to get other people
sick. Whenever I see you on
campus I am going to think of
you as the whooping cough kid.
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grizz list
• The Cellar is currently accepting applications!
Pick one up outside CES and submit to DCS
(Wheelock 001) by April 29th in order get
the greatest job in the world starting fall 2011!
• Come to Explosion of the Arts (the event that will serve as
our release party) Friday, April 29, 4-6pm in the Rotunda.

“HEY YOU,” you’re gonna
rock your geology exam. Don’t
take studying for granite. Also,
I think you’re gneiss.
“HEY YOU,” administration/facilities, congrats on
engineering Todd Field to your
vision of an ideal pasture in
time for the commencement
day photo op.
“HEY YOU,” fellow seniors,
the world is my oyster, but I’m
allergic to sea food.

Tickets are
$6.50 with
your
student ID!

POTICHE
Fri: 4:05, 6:25, 8:40

(R)

Sat/Sun: *1:40, 4:05, 6:25, 8:40
Mon-Thurs: 4:05, 6:25, 8:40

“HEY YOU,” senior art students, congratulations! Your art
is beautiful and your hard work
shows.

OF GODS AND MEN

“HEY YOU,” mouse-girl,
I know what other people
say - you shouldn’t shave your
whiskers. They’re beautiful.

SUPER
Fri: 4:40, 9:15
Sat/Sun: 11:50am, 4:40, 9:15

“HEY YOU,” 1007, get
schnockered.
“HEY YOU,” everybody just
calm down already. Take a deep
breath and hold it for a few seconds and breath out. It’s going
to be alright, I promise.”
“HEY YOU,” Matza, I can
tell it’s that special time of year
when my PB&J is crunchy.

* a discussion will follow Saturday’s 1:40pm showing
(R)

Fri: 1:50, 6:50
Sat: 6:50
Sun/Mon: 1:50, 6:50 Tues: 1:50
Wed: NONE
Thurs: 1:50, 6:50
(NR)

Mon-Thurs: 4:40, 9:15

JANE
EYRE
Fri: 2:45, 5:20, 8:15

(PG-13)

Sat/Sun: 12:15, 2:45, 5:20, 8:15
Mon-Thurs: 2:45, 5:20, 8:15

WIN
WIN
Fri: 2:00, 4:20, 6:40, 9:00

(R)

Sat/Sun: 11:40a, 2:00, 4:20, 6:40, 9:00
Mon-Thurs: 2:00, 4:20, 6:40, 9:00

,

.

grand illusion (NR) orgasm inc (NR)
Tuesday: 6:45
Sat: 2:30
ocToBEr sKY (PG) Wed: 2:00, 7:00
www.GrandCinema.com

College Grad Rebate Program

What’s happening?

RT@TOYOTA: COLLEGE GRADS SAVE $1K!

Send

OUR COLLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAM1 INCLUDES:
• $1000 rebate on any new Toyota Camry (excludes
Hybrid model), Corolla, Matrix, RAV4, Tacoma, or
Yaris when financing or leasing through your
dealer and Toyota Financial Services.

• No money down and no monthly payments
for first 90 days on select finance programs.
• Competitive APRs and lease terms on
Toyota vehicles.

Visit toyotafinancial.com/collegerebate
or contact your Toyota dealer for more information.

1

Rebate offered by Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc. Rebate will be applied on lease contracts, first toward the amounts due at lease signing or delivery, with any remainder to the capitalized cost reduction or toward the down payment on finance contracts. One rebate per
finance or lease transaction. Rebate available on lease or finance contracts executed through January 3, 2012. Rebate only available on the select new untitled Toyota models described above. College Graduate Program is subject to change or termination at any time.
Some restrictions apply. Program may not be available in all states. On approved credit through your participating Toyota dealer and Toyota Financial Services. Not all applicants will qualify. On eligible finance contracts with terms up to 60 months, first payment may be
deferred for first 90 days on eligible new and current year used Toyota vehicles; finance charges accrue from contract date. Deferred first payment not available in PA or in connection with the preferred option finance plan. See Toyota dealer for details.
Toyota Financial Services is a service mark of Toyota Motor Credit Corporation.
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Fa’ataupati: The men strut their stuff in a hilarious, testosterone
filled dance during Lu’au.

Lu’au expresses
Hawaiian culture
By TOMMY STONE
Just in time for Parents’ Weekend,
the Hawaiian community of Puget
Sound put on their annual tradition
of Lu’au at the Fieldhouse last Saturday—a joyous celebration of Hawaiian food, culture, dance and music.
First implemented at Puget Sound
41 years ago, the Lu’au has long been
an important and exciting campuswide event for Hawaiians and nonHawaiians alike.
For those who saw a fire-pit being
constructed on the field near Trimble Forum last week, it wasn’t just
a place for Hawaiians to hang out
and play ukulele all night—over the
course of a day, they roasted a pig in
traditional Hawaiian style for Saturday’s Lu’au. This tradition, among
others, transferred authentic Hawaiian culture from overseas to our
campus for all students, faculty and
parents to enjoy.
Starting at 5:00 p.m., the Lu’au
hosted a special Hawaiian dinner
in the S.U.B. The dinner was comprised of the roasted pork, Hawaiian-style chicken, sticky rice, pineapples, delicious sweet potatoes,
buns, guava cake, coconut pudding
and poi, a purple-hued Hawaiian
specialty, extracted from taro root.
I tried some of the poi for the first
time and ultimately, I liked it, regardless of its bitter taste.
At 8:00 p.m., Lu’au attendees
headed to the Fieldhouse for the
night’s performance. The four-

piece Hawaiian band, comprised of
two ukuleles, bass and guitar, Na
Leo O Hawai’i, opened the show
with a song made famous by Israel
Kamakawiwo’ole, more commonly
known as “Iz.”
Hula dancers came on for the
first dance of the night as a Hawaiian percussionist beat his drum and
chanted a song called “Kawika.”
According to the Lu’au’s program,
this was a particular kind of hula reinstated by order of a 19th-century
Hawaiian king who sparked a huge
rebirth of Hawaiian culture—the
dance may not have continued to
exist otherwise.
One of the more impressive performances of the night was, without a doubt, the Samoan Slap
Dance, or “Fa’ataupati.” Set to the
tune of “Manu Samoa,” this hilarious segment involved intricate slap
rhythms on the chests, stomachs,
backs, thighs and arms of shirtless
young men garbed in traditional Samoan attire. Often, they would humorously slap each other, releasing
guttural roars in response.
For a nice change of pace, some
cute “keikis,” or children, took the
stage to perform a dance of their
own.
“Kawaipunahele” was a beautiful
piece during which a large group of
women wearing vibrant red dresses
and large white flowers in their hair
danced in perfect unison, leaving a
curiously mesmerizing effect. The
piece describes Hawaiians’ love for

PHOTO COURTESY / LAURENCE STACK

Kawika: The women sway to the music in a hula-style dance during the first part of Lu’au.
their land, which was well portrayed
in the women’s graceful movements
—the dance began to take on the
appearance of a blooming red flower as the dresses slowly blurred together.
“Maori” was another hilarious
segment involving shirtless warrior
men, exhibiting every bit of testosterone they could muster. The piece
had three movements including “Ite
Timatanga,” referring to a time before everything was created, “Kurarangona,” describing the carefree
days of childhood and lastly, “No
Ihowa Te Whenua,” a song that exemplified the journey from boyhood to manhood.
At intermission, I had the opportunity to ask President Ron Thomas
about his feelings toward the Lu’au
and what significance he thought it
held for the culture of Puget Sound.
“I think it’s a wonderful event,” he
replied. “The Lu’au gives the entire
campus an opportunity to experience and participate in the food and
culture of Hawai’i—something they
may not have been as familiar with
otherwise.”
On the bottom floor of the Fieldhouse, students bought Hawaiian
trinkets to take home with them
before and after the Lu’au, including Hawaiian Host macadamia
nuts, Aloha iced tea, Hawaiian fruit
snacks, key-chains, bracelets, necklaces and more. A little girl in a
straw hula skirt also provided some
impromptu entertainment dur-

ing the intermission as she twirled
around the stage, smiling giddily.
Kicking off the second part of the
show to a racy start was the Tahitian dance, set to the tune of “Otea.”
By far the most impressive performance on the part of the female
dancers, it was fascinating to watch
the rapidity of their hip movements
as the men danced around them in
straw headdresses and leggings.
The following love ballad, “He
U’i,” brought some faculty members
onstage. As a student of Japanese, it
was fun to watch Ludden Sensei’s
apparent enthusiasm for Hawaiianstyle dance.
Finally, another major highlight
was the emotional piece, “Move
On,” as seniors danced for the last

time at Puget Sound’s Lu’au.
The MCs of the Lu’au were amusing throughout the night—at one
point, they played ukulele and sang
Rebecca Black’s “Friday,” replacing
“Friday” with its Hawaiian equivalent.
This year’s spring Lu’au was a
must-see for anyone who enjoys cultural dance forms. Not only would
I see it again next year, I intend to
try out for the Samoan Slap Dance.
I noticed that I probably wouldn’t
be alone—many of the participants
were non-Hawaiian as well.
If you didn’t get a chance to see it
this year, take a mental note for next
spring because Lu’au is guaranteed
to provide an enjoyable night of cultural entertainment.
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Kawaipunahele: Lu’au women mesmerize their audience.

Puget Sound students act sustainably in DC at ‘Power Shift 2011’
By GRACE HEERMAN
On April 15-18, over 10,000 sustainably-minded students came together in Washington, D.C. for the
largest youth environmental summit
in the country, and five of them represented Puget Sound.
The biennial Power Shift summits
bring young people from around the
country together with the goal of reclaiming democracy from big corporations and moving our nation
away from harmful energy practices.
Annie Bigalke, Emerson Sample,
Teddi Hamel, Elin Binck and Jeremiah Firman were lucky enough to attend Power Shift 2011, the third and
largest Power Shift summit to date.
Power Shift is a product of the Energy Action Coalition, an association of youth-led environmental and
social justice groups that support the
U.S. youth clean energy movement.
The conference “is a mission to recruit 10,000 youth leaders from every walk of life to be on the front
lines in the fight for a clean energy
future” (powershift2011.org).
More specifically, it gives students and activists a chance to celebrate their grassroots success stories,
hear from movement leaders and
learn from and teach each others to

Shifting into action: Sustainable students storm Washington.
launch new campaigns.
As a member of Students for a
Sustainable Campus (SSC) at Puget
Sound, Sample saw Power Shift as an
opportunity to strengthen the club.
“SSC is trying to become more
of a project-oriented club that will
be able to produce events and more
concrete differences and one of the
main goals of Power Shift is to show
students how to organize and come
together as part of a movement,”
Sample said. “This is an opportunity
I would have been silly to pass up.”
But Puget Sound attendees
weren’t just there to listen. They also
facilitated various “movement building sessions” for other student participants in which they offered training in techniques to organize others
and create effective grassroots movements.
In order to prepare for their roles

as facilitators, the students took part
in a series of four online orientation
workshops. These workshops outlined the goals of Power Shift and offered advice on how to best lead the
small groups.
Upon their return to campus, the
students plan to channel the knowledge and enthusiasm they picked up
at the conference toward improving
campus sustainability.
Although Puget Sound attendees
had planned to personally fund the
trip, they were surprised to garner
financial support from multiple on
and off campus groups.
The Environmental Policy & Decision Making Program offered financial aid, as did the South Sound
Policy Institute. They were also supported by ASUPS and the Sustainability Advisory Committee.
In order to acquire funding, the

students persuaded their would-be
supporters of the benefits of their
attendance at the conference. “We
explained that it would give us the
tools to be better organizers, build a
more sustainable campus and represent UPS on a national level,” Bigalke said.
The first Power Shift summit took
place in Nov. 2007 at the Univ. of
Maryland and drew a crowd of over
6,000 young people. Power Shift
2009 brought twice as many students to D.C., representing every
state and Congressional District in
the country.
The 2009 summit was so successful it even gained notice from
prominent political figures like EPA
Administrator Lisa Jackson and Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar.
This year’s conference included
an extensive two-day “boot camp”
in which attendees learned the best
ways to become active in critical environmental campaigns. Through
a series of workshops, students
learned the importance of catalyzing
a clean energy economy, transforming higher education into a clean
energy advocate and campaigning
techniques for community environmental rights.
Conference highlights included

opening keynote speeches from Al
Gore and activist Van Jones on Friday. An environmental film series
was ongoing throughout the weekend, as were a number of workshops
and panels with leaders from the
clean energy movement.
Attendees networked and gained
professional insight at the job and
organization fair, and rounded out
the weekend with closing speeches
from EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson and 350.org founder Bill McKibben.
On Monday, students were encouraged to gather on the National
Mall to protest for clean energy legislation. A lobbying session followed
in which students and citizens were
able to meet with their respective
state representatives and promote
environmental legislation.
“I’m hoping that those of us from
UPS will be able to bring some of
the energy, organization, and motivation from the weekend back to
our campus to share with others and
make a difference on our campus,”
Binck said.
“I am excited to be one of those
people who can come back with a
whole new perspective on how to
build change towards a greener campus.”
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Saturday to India offers pursuit of international citizenship
see Student Loggers Parecki, Krolczyk will journey to Dharamsala to research medicine
Market
By BRENNA CAMERON

By SHELBY TAYLOR
Evidence that spring has sprung
lies in the sunny daffodils carpeting
our campus, courtesy of our college
tuitions, and the fleeting appearances of Mr. Sunshine himself.
And with spring’s arrival, markets pop up. Proctor’s own started
up again on March 26, and this Saturday, Puget Sound’s student market
will be in full bloom from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m. in the S.U.B. piano lounge
and spilling outside of the S.U.B.,
should the weather be cooperative.
As for what to expect from the
market, according to the event’s
facebook invite: “Imagine a farmers’
market, but instead of farmers there
are students, and instead of crops
there are hand-made crafts.”
“There will be art, food, that they
(students) made themselves, student performances, and it is campus
wide,” Holly Kvalheim said.
Claire Armstrong-Hann continued on the sustainability of the
event in terms of production, as Students for a Sustainable Campus puts
on the student market every semester. “It brings production back to
people, shows how things get made,”
she said.
Attendees are encouraged to
come with 20 dollars in hand and
are welcome to engage such vendors as Katy Papoulias, felter wonder, and Raye Watts, crafter extraordinaire.
Papoulias learned the craft of felting back home and described the
process as stabbing moving wool.
She uses the technique to make java
jackets and a motley crew of gnomes
and insects, all of which will be for
sale at a steal considering the cost
of materials and the amount of time
involved.
This felter was also involved with
the market last semester. “It was really cool seeing what people can do,
how they put their own twist on everything,” Papoulias said. She additionally took the opportunity to explain felting to potential customers
by showing them, adding a learning
component to the students’ shopping bags.
Watts, on the other hand, will be
bringing assorted Raku fired pendants, small sculptures, framed
1960s National Geographic pictures, papier-mâché skulls, milk jug
masks, prints and other such flotsam and jetsam to her table.
On the market, Watts too participated during the fall and went in expecting to pay her dues. Instead, “I
was surprised it was so good! I had
been drowning in things at home,
set ‘em free, and it was a positive experience. I am happy to do it again,”
she said.
To boot, the student market inspired Watts to take her art further
and to support other artists as part
of a community. “I try to buy a piece
a month and feel a responsibility to
do it. [I hope to] end up with a lovely, vibrant home.”
Moving back to the organizers’ perspectives, Maggie Shanahan shared what she gets out of the
event.
“The vendors make it what it is.
There is so much student interest,
and you see what you can do yourself, like making homemade yogurt,” she said.
In the end, the student market
stands to bring together a community that is at times apathetic toward participation. Here is a chance
to show support to clubs and individuals, all of whom are fledgling, as
Watts puts it, be the weather springy or fall-y, in Armstrong-Hann’s
words.

admits that his “whims and guesses”
terrified him. When in Nicaragua,
Parecki says he tried to take a bus
Their voices wander off in conto the Costa Rican airport but when
versation, barely aware of the other
the bus arrived, he was in an unpeople who sit around them listenknown town where nobody spoke
ing. They reminiscence about their
English.
past travels and smiles spread across
“I was at a loss for what to do,” he
both their faces as they speculate the
said. “I asked around and got a cab
near future. The future that holds an
with three other Costa Ricans. I got
exciting and exhilarating trip to Inthere eventually but it was scary.”
dia for the both of them.
From the differing perspectives of
“I’m fascinated about their culthe two, it seems that they have an
ture,” junior Daniel Parecki says as
interesting dynamic. With Parecki
he tries to relate his anticipation of
unsure and nervous about their
the trip. “The more I hear about it
plans still, Krolczyk seems more
the more I want to go. It seems like a
than eager to take advantage of the
well knit community and their culinevitable spontaneity that will arise
ture is so much different than ours.”
in their travels.
Parecki, along with freshman,
Pareki admits that he’s terrified at
Casey Krolczyk will journey to
being by himself in a foreign counDharamsala, India this summer for
try for two months. But Krolczyk
about two months to research the
reassures him, saying, “More than
difference in the treatment of tuberanything, I’m good at being calm,
culosis in government and non-govcool, and collected in any scenario.
ernmental hospital and clinics.
If I got to choose we would have no
The region where the two will
plans and go from there.”
travel has a large TiFrom the stobetan refugee popularies they tell about
tion due to the people
past experiences and
of Tibet’s exile from
the excitement with
their own country.
which they speak of
The area has a high
this trip, it seems that
occurrence of tuberthis journey has to do
culosis and Parecki
with something much
claims it’s the highest
bigger than just acacause of death.
demics or research.
But while the re“I value the pursearch is the pursuit of becoming an
pose of the entire trip,
international citizen,”
it definitely doesn’t
Krolczyk said. “[I
seem like it’s at the
take] the best of each
forefront of these two
culture and make it
men’s minds.
apart of myself. This
Krolczyk even adis an entirely differmits that he decided
ent part of the world
to go on the trip just
with totally different
to help Parecki out
values. A month is not
with anything he’ll
very long but I think
need when he is there.
if I can pull out valu“I didn’t find the
able cultural insights
trip. The trip found
and make them who I
me,” Krolczyk said.
am, that can really imBesides just helpAn affluent African-Amer- the movie Crash is only the Nowak, will facilitate a shared
prove the kind of pering Parecki with his
ican man and woman on their first of many such deeply dis- viewing and audience-led disson I can become.”
own endeavors, Krolway home from a cocktail turbing images of racism in cussion of the movie Crash in
Parecki said someczyk says he’s interparty in their Lincoln Nav- our society (here, crystal- two parts: April 26 (5:15 –
thing similar, pointested in learning what
igator are pulled over and ized in the urban space that is 7 p.m. in Howarth 212/214)
ing to his dream of bea community and
stopped by two white police- quintessentially multi-ethnic and April 27 (5-7 p.m.; same
coming a doctor in a
government in exile
men. One of them then pro- Los Angeles).
room). To read more of her
poignant way. “I think
looks like.
ceeds to humiliate first the
As a counter to the top- thoughts on this movie as well
my focus on my fuThe two are obvihusband, and then both hus- down PowerPoint presenta- as her critique of the March
ture will change. Once
ously looking to do
band and wife by forcing the tion held in the Rotunda on 30 critique, see her online arI see this country with
two completely differwoman to endure a sexually March 30 (“A Left-Wing Cri- ticle on “race” and diversiterrible health issues
ent things with their
explicit “pat down” while her tique of the Diversity Pro- ty, “Equalizing Economic InI’ll want to do more
trip. Yet they seem to
husband can only watch help- gram”), another professor equities Will Not Fix This:
about it. My horizons
both have a sense that
lessly.
from the Comparative So- Learning How to Navigate
will be expanded. I’ll
something bigger will
This opening scene from ciology Department, Margi Difference Might Be a Start.”
know so much more
happen in India than
about the world and
just exploring their
READ margi nowak’s “equalizing economic inequities will not fix this” ONLINE
deal with things so
interests.
@ trail.pugetsound.edu
much better.”
“I think the main
reason I want to go there is for cultural reasons. I want to immerse
myself in the culture—the cultural
experience,” Parecki said.
Krolczyk added, “I’m interested
in exploring myself and my connection to God. [But] the underlying
theme I’m looking for is a wild ride,
a big adventure. The more twists
and turns, the better.”
Even though they admit the spontaneous nature they want to trip to
take, they will not go completely unprepared. The two confess that they
have done their research, even talking with a friend from India who
has given them information on cultural norms.
In addition to the research on India itself, the two will use the knowledge they have gained from past
traveling experience to guide them
in this new and exhilarating journey.
“My experience is you’ll eventually get [wherever you’re headed] so
there’s no need to stress. Keep your

wallet in your front pocket and just
be wary of people approaching you.
Never look like you’re lost, look forward with confidence,” Krolczyk
said, relating the lessons he has taken from his past experiences. “There
are little tricks to minimize risks,” he
added.
As the two begin to ramble into
anecdotes about the crazy situations they have had while on their
many adventurous travels, it becomes clear that they have definitely
have some experiences that will help
them in a foreign country.
Krolczyk says that he studied
abroad in Switzerland his junior
year of high school and some days
would go to the train station at 5
a.m., take the first train out and just
explore the country for the day.
“If you go unprepared,” Krolczyk
said, “you can just follow whims and
guesses. Don’t see what you expected to see, but see what you didn’t expect to see.”
Parecki relates a similar story but

Crash discussion will respond to “A Left
Wing Critique of the Diversity Program”

‘Delightfully Tacky’ blog documents Tacoma style
By ALLY LEVER
Believe it or not, Tacoma is
a pretty stylish place. Not only
does The Alderist capture Puget
Sound students’ style, but Tacoma
is the new base for Elizabeth J. of
the well-known blog Delightfully Tacky, a blog dedicated to style,
fashion and the confidence to be
one’s self.
Elizabeth started Delightfully Tacky during her junior year of
college as a response to the outcry of sweatpants-clad opinions
after she wrote an article for her
college’s newspaper questioning
why some students choose to wear
sweatpants when clothing offers an
enormous canvas for self-expression.
“Blogging was a medium for
finding out who I was,” Elizabeth
said as we sat outside Beyond the
Bridge Café, where her artwork
of Winnebagos has been on dis-

play for the past few weeks. “With
my blog, I wanted to explore style
and get out of my box. Blogging
allowed me to gain confidence,
the lack of which kept me from
branching out stylistically.”
People who say they don’t judge
people based on how they dress are
out of touch with reality, Elizabeth
thinks. “We are visual people, we’re
hard wired that way. Clothing does
say something, and it can be good.
What does wearing sweatpants say
about you?”
Though some would argue that
taking pictures of what one wears
on a daily basis and posting them
online is narcissistic and silly, Elizabeth disagrees.
For many people, blogging is
a way to become part of a larger
community and, for fashion bloggers, that community centers on
clothing and how one can express
oneself through clothing.
With the rise of fashion blogs

and their focus on how real people on any budget showcase their
style (The Alderist is a play on the
internationally famous The Sartorialist), the fashion industry is taking notice.
Look at almost any fashion magazine, from Nylon to Lucky, and
you’ll see articles on the real people behind some of the betterknown fashion blogs. The power to
influence fashion is shifting from
“what people should buy for the
season” to “what people want to
wear to look and feel good about
themselves and their bodies.”
“It’s so now and what people are
doing. The fashion industry needs
to follow it to stay relevant,” Elizabeth said. “It’s all real people and
they’re showing that clothes can
look good on you. People used to
dress to ‘hide problem areas’. When
I look in the mirror, I ask myself
‘how does this outfit make me
feel?’ Hopefully we’re now seeing

that we can dress to like what we
wear and enjoy being ourselves.”
How does living in the rainy Pacific Northwest, as well as living in
her native Alaska, affect her desire
to dress stylishly or for the weather? “I try to make things work
for me rather than change for the
weather,” Elizabeth said.
Although Delightfully Tacky is
now a well-known blog, Elizabeth
never went into the blogging world
expecting to find recognition. “I
saw it as a way to be creative, gain
confidence, and be part of a community of people with similar interests. I never expected to receive
emails from women in Mexico or
Uganda.”
“There are differences culturally,
but style is universal,” she said. For
Elizabeth and other fashion bloggers, internationally known or not,
blogging is an avenue for a discussion on style, whether across town,
state lines or international borders.
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Entering the abyss: a
profile of the senior class

c ombat zone
STANDOFF

G l e n p e r c y, p h i l o s o p h y
After four years of chain-smoking through various existential crisis, senior philosophy major Glen Percy feels optimistic. “I’m looking ahead,
into the bright beacon of my future.” Glen currently has no realistic job
prospects and is graduating with a degree in philosophy. “Although I
haven’t heard anything yet, I feel that my skills in analyzing 14th century
texts is going to really set me apart from other applicants.” Glen’s brief resume lists only his name, phone number, and a quote from Socrates: all I
know is that I know nothing. With absolutely nothing under his belt, Glen
is sure to conquer the world. Which, as far as he knows, goes no further
than his bookshelf.

Yolanda Gracie,
c ommunication studies
Yolanda Gracie is has been known around campus the last four years for
her bright teeth and incredibly short shorts. A member of Alpha-Phi for
four years, Gracie reflects on her experiences: “It has been amazing,” she
says, shivering in her miniskirt the icy April rain. “I feel like I’ve gained
really essential life skills at Puget Sound. Survival skills, really.” Hospitalized for hypothermia four times this winter alone, Yolanda has repeatedly
persevered over her body’s vulnerability to the harsh weather conditions.
Against doctors’ recommendations, has refused to compromise her style.
“Showing a little skin never hurt anyone,” she says, “hypothermia-schmypothermia.” Yolanda will be relocating to Southern California after graduation, where she will bleach her hair and try to make use of her degree in
communication studies and extensive experience in ribbon-twirling.

Violet danger, english
liter ature
Violet Danger, a writer for the highly respected Combat Zone section
of The Trail, anticipates a future in the thriving world of print journalism.
“My portfolio is just bursting with poignant articles.” Violet says. She has
been applying for internships and jobs at newspapers around the country
since early March. Her portfolio includes a variety of stories published in
The Trail, including, “Computer keyboard has affair with piano keyboard”
and “4 out of 5 bed bugs still virgins” “JK Rowling ‘just kidding’ about
Harry Potter Series”. Miraculously, Danger has been rejected for several
prestigious journalism fellowships at the New York Times and The Wall
Street Journal. “I can only assume they’re taken aback by my maturity,”
says Violet, pulling out his recent hard-hitting expose: “Area stop sign surprisingly optimistic”

Senior year: remembering what
we can’t really remember
By DERRIK “THE MOOSE”
QUINN
It’s been a bomb four years,
my friends. But now that we’re
about to graduate, the bombness
of it is getting pounded in by every distant relative with a free
phone, going on and on about
how I’m going to remember the
best years of my life. But what
nobody is talking to us about is
the stuff that really important,
the best times, the ones that we’ll
sure as hell never tell our kids
about.
Here’s to the shitfaced, treebonked, faded out clusterfuck
blacked-out nights that we’ll
never, ever, ever be able to remember.
You know what I’m talking about, Sigma Chi. Freshman year, probably somewhere
in April, maybe in an empty academic building but possibly in an abandoned meat processing plant. I think there were
girls involved, but I can’t make
any promises. Either way, it was
the time of our lives! Especially Brance Holton’s, may he rest

in peace. I think we’re all a little
thankful that we can’t remember
exactly what happened there.
Or how about you, basement
of Todd-Phibbs. Spring break
’08! Or ’09? We found that abandoned copy machine outside McIntyre or Wright Park and decided to smuggle it… somewhere?
We woke up next day so covered
in printer ink that we got put
on academic probation for parading around campus in blackface. God, if we knew where we
put that thing wouldn’t we have
a story to remember?
Or what about you, probably
sexy lady professor? How
different college would have been
if I could remember your name,
face or even your department—I
could have sent you those letters
I scribbled later, or at least asked
for an A in whatever subject it is
you taught. Sadly, the only thing
I have of the probably amazing
night I’m almost certain we spent
together is this owl-shaped cyst
on my hamstring.
If I could go back and make
changes, would I do it? I don’t
think I’d change a thing, but
mostly because I have no idea

Twelve ways to be
popular at Puget Sound
1. Play frisbee. If there’s one
thing that Loggers like, it’s frisbee. It is absolutely imperative
that every incoming freshman
should own a frisbee and never tire of playing with it. Ever.
The sooner you get bored with
playing frisbee with your fellow
classmates, the less friends you
will have. This is a scientifically
proven fact.
2. Have a KUPS show. No
facebook status in the world
says “I’m cool” more than one
telling friends to tune into your
mediocre DJ-ing being broadcast across the airwaves. Bonus
cool points for every Bon Iver
or Edward Sharpe and the Magnetic Zeros song you manage to
squeeze into your hour.
3. Hang out on the Diversions patio. Especially when it’s
way too cold for your seating
choice to be reasonable.
4. Work at Diversions. It’s almost as cool as working at the
S.U.B. is uncool.

DERRIK: A graduating senior
who has no regrets, if only because he can’t really remember what happened the last
four years.
what most of those things are in
the first place. And neither do
you. Everyone tells you to make
the most of the great things you
remember in college, but I want
to remind you that you’ll always
be able to make so much more out
of the things you’ve forgotten.
Moose out.

5. Smoke. If you weren’t planning on dying of lung disease
in your future, get used to the
idea. It’s worth it for how cool
you’ll look sulking around in the
Seward parking lot in the rain,
sucking on your cigarette and
looking outrageously hip.
6. Play guitar. If you can’t do
that, at least know how to hold
one. Simply being seen in public cradling that acoustic friendmagnet will send your friend
stock skyrocketing.

7. Be friends with everyone...
and no one. Any given Puget
Sound student should look at
you and have no idea where the
two of you stand. Hang out with
people just enough that they
think you’re probably friends.
Maybe. Ish. Only smile back at
people every other time they say
hi to you walking by on the sidewalk: this will maximize your
mysterious allure, and people
may even bribe you to hang out
with them. Profit.
8. Have a beard. Nothing
starts a conversation like a good
beard. Also, liquor stores will be
more likely to believe that you
really are Mohammed Cohen,
22, from Salt Lake City, Utah.
9. Be a white, atheistic Democrat. Oh wait, you go to Puget
Sound. Of course you are.
10. Shop at Goodwill. Because
being poor is sexy. What’s that,
you go to a $40k/year school?
Never mind that. Ugly sweaters, oversized denim jackets and
shoes that appear to have fallen
straight out of the 30s are popularity gold.
11. Live in Schiff. If you don’t
like backpacking, rafting, camping or skiing, you’d better shut
up and change your mind. Or
just wear tye dye, bandanas and
Northface and pretend.
12. Write for the Combat
Zone. Because anonymously
passing judgment on every limb
of the student body is the best
way to win friends.
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Track & Field shines in tune-up for NWC meet
By ANTHEA AASEN
Two Loggers competed in the
Decathlon conference this week.
Sophomore Myles McDonald
(Vancouver, Wash.) and freshman Joe Cerne (Ravensdale,
Wash.) competed in the 10 event
meet that lasted two days.
After the first day, McDonald was in 11th place with 2568
points, with the lead held by
George Fox’s David Dollow who
had 3433 points. McDonald recorded a personal best in the long
jump with 17 feet, 6.5 inches on
Monday.
Cerne was forced to drop out
of the competition due to an ankle injury he sustained after the
fourth event on Monday.
Tuesday was a great day for
McDonald. He recorded a personal best in discus (120 ft. 7
in.), placing second, and then
he threw the javelin 177 ft. 1 in.,
which was a 20 foot personal best.
This javelin throw pushed him
all the way to first place for that
event and also qualified him for
conference in that event. McDonald ended up placing 10th overall
in the Decathlon.
“Attention to detail and technique is what got me where I am
now,” McDonald said. “But I am
lucky to have a coach like Randy
Moon.”
More success came for the
men’s track team at the Spike Arlt
Invitational at Central Washington University. Not only did
McDonald stay on his hot streak
of personal bests, but sophomores Lukas Diesing (Longmont,
Colo.), Chris Morrison (Lakewood, Wash.), Michael Haas
(Cupertino, Calif.) and freshman

Kupono Park (Waimanalo, Hawaii.) all ran personal bests in the
100 meter dash. Haas used this
event to qualify for the Conference meet next week.
McDonald recorded personal
bests in 110 meter and 400 meter hurdles; these times were fast
enough to qualify him for Conference. Matt Heflin also had a
personal best in the 400 meter
hurdles.
One of the best days was had
by newcomer freshman Daniel Berendsen (Brier, Wash.)
who made the Loggers’ all-time
list with his high jump of 6 ft, 6
in. This was a personal best for
Berendsen by over five inches.
The women’s team ended up
placing 6th overall in the meet
with junior Andrea Leiken’s
(Portland, Ore.) personal best in
the 100 meter and freshman Rebecca Belvin’s (Lake Stevens,
Wash.) seasonal best and Conference qualifier also in the 100 meter.
Next up for the Loggers is
the climax of a long season: the
Northwest Conference Track
& Field Championships, hosted by Linfield University. With
a chance to stand on the podium
in sight, every Logger athlete will
be putting forth their best effort,
and great results are sure to follow.

Track & Field
Spike Arlt Invitational
Men: 8th place
Women: 6th place

PHOTO COURTESY / DANIEL PENDLETON

Grueling Race: Sophomore Emerson Sample clears a hurdle during the 400 meter hurdle event.

Crew teams continue Freshman Matt Kitto leads men’s
tradition of excellence golf to win at Pacific Invitational
By HANNAH CHASE

time of 6:45.0, with PLU close behind with a time of 6:47.2.
The Meyer-Lamberth Regatta also
The Puget Sound crew teams
found anything but placid waters at featured two mini cup races: the
the Western Washington Univer- Mini Lamberth and the Mini Meyer.
sity regatta on April 17. The wom- The Loggers claimed victory in the
en’s varsity eight boat rowed against Mini Lamberth with a time of 8:34.9
teams from Division I school Gon- over PLU’s 8:51.2. The Mini Meyer
zaga as well as Western Washington. went to PLU, with the Lutes pulling
With a time of 6:53.0, the Log- a 7:34.6 against the Logger’s 7:41.9.
It has been a productive year for
gers came in third out of the three
boats; however, they put up a valiant the Logger’s crew teams. The chaleffort. Gonzaga took the lead with lenges of adjusting to a new coacha time of 6:37.7. Western Washing- ing staff have lessened, and the
ton, which is the top-ranked team of teams have really come into their
the NCAA’s DII, took second with own. It is taken a year, but the team
has made its
a time of
mark.
6:40.0.
“Last seAlthough
“ Crew embodies everything I
mester was
the
Logwant to achieve in life.”
filled with ingers did not
tense, long
pull a strong
—Mariah Young
conditiontime,
the
ing practicweekend still
held endless possibilities. The very es. Innumerable hours were spent
next day, April 17, the Loggers took in the erg room, as well as double
to the waters early as they hosted days during spring break and a few
PLU on American Lake for the Mey- during the first semester to prepare
us for the fast paced spring season.
er-Lamberth regatta.
The results were split, with both Crew is an all year sport. There is
featured races, the women’s varsity no off season,” sophomore Mariah
four and men’s varsity eight, deter- Young (Los Angeles, Calif.) said.
The hard work appears to have
mined by a mere two seconds.
The Lamberth cup featured the paid off. The teams will be travelwomen’s varsity four, and their loss ing to Lake Stevens, Wash. for the
marked the end of a string of nine NCRC Invitational next Saturday.
“Crew embodies everything I
consecutive Logger wins. However,
the Loggers battled till the end. PLU want to achieve in life. Fighting
nosed past the Loggers with a time through challenges faced, camaraof 8:40.0. This, when compared to derie and unity through thick and
the time of 8:42.1 which the Loggers thin, overcoming mental challenge,
clocked in, means that the Loggers and profound trust in the people I
have come to love, is why I do crew,”
took a close second.
The Meyer cup featured the men’s Young said.
This passion should allow the
varsity eight. For the 11th consecutive time the year ended in Logger Loggers to excel for the rest of seavictory. Once again it was a close son.
call. The Loggers came in with a

By DAVID SKOLNIK

Hawai’i) tied for sixth place to
lead the Loggers. Nakamine improved by two strokes during the
A weekend of good weather is
second day to finish with a score
not something to waste here in the
of 168 (+26). Bicker also finished
Pacific Northwest, and the Puget
with a 168 (+28) but this came afSound men’s and women’s golf
ter a disappointing second round
teams seemed to take that mentalin which she shot an 88 (+17) afity to heart at the Pacific Invitater being tied for second when the
tional last weekend. When it was
day started.
all said and done, the men came
The women’s touraway hoisting the
nament was won
championship trophy
“ In order to finish in first place again this
by George Fox. The
after their first place
Lady Boxers won
finish. The women
weekend at the Conference Championships
by an impressive 49
finished in fifth place
we have to stay in the moment and focus on
strokes over second
overall and know that
place Whitworth.
they have one more
playing good golf.”
The Loggers will
week to put it all to—Derek Wilson
be on the road next
gether at the Conferweek when they travence Championships.
el to the Northwest
Through one day of
The
the Pacific Spring Inviational, se- Invite. It gave the whole team a Conference Tournament.
nior Sarah Bicker (Salt Lake City, boost and let us know that good men’s team will look to duplicate
Utah) and freshman Matt Kitto scores were out there to be had their results from the Pacific Invi(Lake Oswego, Ore.) each found on the course,” sophomore Der- tational while the women’s team
themselves in second place in the ek Wilson (Bellevue, Wash.) said. has their sights set on a first place
women’s and men’s fields, respec- “We went out trying to match his finish of their own.
“In order to finish in first place
tively. Kitto climbed into second score the next day and it led to a
again this weekend at the Conferplace after shooting a career best victory.”
Kitto’s second place finish set ence Championship we have to
69 (-2) while Bicker shot a solid 80
the pace as five Logger golfers fin- stay in the moment and focus on
(+9).
Kitto wasn’t the only Logger in ished in the top 15. Wulff finished playing good golf and not on what
the top five after the first day; he in fifth after shooting a two-day it means if we win. We have to go
was joined by junior Collin Wulff total of 149 (+7). Freshman Derek out there and play with confidence
(Albany, Ore.) who claimed fourth Wilson (Bellevue, Wash.) and ju- and prove why we are the team to
place after shooting a round of 73 nior Riley Conlin (Golden Valley, beat.”
Minn.) both walked off the course
(+2).
The men’s field was looking ul- after shooting 74 (+3) to finish in
Golf
tra competitive as the top three 11th and 12th place respectively.
teams were separated by a total of Senior Greg Kirkpatrick finished
Pacific Spring
two shots. Puget Sound was tied in a tie for 14th to round out the
Invitational
for first with Whitworth, with a top Logger finishers.
The women’s team also teed
team score of 301 (+17), while
Men: 1st place
the Pacific Boxers and individual off on day two, sitting in second
leader Max Bonk finished with a place in the team race, but came
Women: 5th place
team score of 303 (+19) to claim away with a disappointing fifth
place finish. Seniors Bicker and
third place after day one.
Following a stellar first day, Kit- Natalie Nackamine (Honolulu,
to returned to the course on day
two looking to help Puget Sound
pull away from a first place tie
and claim the team title. He did
just that, finishing in second place
with an individual score of 141
(-1) and the Loggers came out on
top with a team title.
“It was great to see Matt play
well last weekend at the Pacific
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Softball bids farewell to four seniors

PHOTO COURTESY / HOLLY HARTMAN

Quiet Bats: The Logger offense put up less than half the number of runs compared to their opponents during the 2011 season.

By TYLER VLASAK
The Lady Loggers closed out their
2011 campaign against cross town
rival Pacific Lutheran. Though the
team did not come out on the winning side of their matchups, they
battled every game against a tough
second place PLU squad.
On Saturday, the Loggers travelled to Parkland, Wash. for two
games against rival PLU. The Lutes’
bats were hot as they rallied to an
8-0 victory in five innings, while the
Loggers’ bats stayed a bit cold, getting only one hit on the game. The
lone Logger hit on the day was a single from Christina Demuelenaere

(Lake Stevens, Wash.).
In the second game of the day, the
Loggers’ bats picked up a bit, tallying seven base hits and two runs,
both driven in by junior catcher Chrissy Atterson (Marysville,
Wash.). The two runs were not
enough to top the run-producing
Lutes, however, and the Lady Loggers suffered an 8-2 loss on the second game of the day.
On Sunday, the Loggers returned
home to celebrate their seniors in
their final games of the season. The
Lutes jumped out early, putting
up five runs in the second inning,
part of the eight total runs in the
first three innings. Down 9-1 in the

fifth inning, the Loggers’ bats exploded for four runs. Megan Janes
(Littleton, Colo.), who had already
scored a run off the bat of Demuelenaere, scored once again off her bat
to cut the deficit to 9-2. With Carolyn Moore (Seattle, Wash.) and Demuelenaere on base, junior Aryn
Grause (Corvallis, Ore.) belted a
three-run home run over the rightcenter wall to make the score 9-5.
The Loggers put up one more run in
the sixth, but were unable to combat the explosive Lute bats, and they
ended with a 13-6 loss.
The fourth game of the weekend didn’t slow down the PLU bats,
and they tacked on eight more runs
to their weekend total. Demuelenaere, who hit .461 on the weekend,
drove in all three Logger runs, but
it wasn’t enough as the Loggers fell
8-3.
On the weekend, senior Auriel Sperberg (Spanaway, Wash.)
eclipsed the 100 strikeout benchmark, giving her a conference best
107 on the season and over 400 on
her career. Sperberg has been a great
asset to the Loggers’ pitching staff
in her four years here. She ranked
eighth in the conference with a 4.14
ERA and picked up six of the Loggers’ 11 victories on the season.
When asked about how senior
day went for her and the rest of the
graduating class, Sperberg stated
that it “was tough, especially when
[I] walked off the field in the 7th inning realizing that that had probably been the last pitch [I] would
throw in a logger uniform,” adding
that she “was blessed with amazing
coaches and teammates and could
not ask for a better group of young
women to share my collegiate softball experience with. They are all
truly remarkable and made [my]
experiences as a Logger athlete un-

forgettable.”
Though their season did not
pan out as well as they would have
hoped in the win/loss columns, it
cannot be denied that they made
great strides as a team and as a program. The four graduating seniors,
Auriel Sperberg, Christina Demuelenaere, Carolyn Moore and Alex
Usher (Carson, Wash.), have finished their great careers as Loggers,
but all they have done for the program has yet to be seen.

trailsports@pugetsound.edu

Softball v PLU
Game 1
L 0-8
Game 2
L 2-8
Game 3
L 6-13
Game 4
L 3-8
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Final Game: Ariel Sperberg has been an imposing presence on
the mound for the last four years. She has over 400 strike outs.

Logger baseball avoids sweep but falls to fourth in NWC
By ZACH BANKS

It was a rollercoaster of a series
for the Puget Sound baseball team
as they squared off against their
cross-town rival Pacific Lutheran
this past weekend.
On Saturday the Loggers were
completely shut down and the Lutes
cruised to a 4-0 victory. On Sunday,
the action was much more exciting
as the Loggers took Pacific Lutheran
into 10 innings in the first game before eventually falling by a score of
6-5. However, Puget Sound avenged
their losses in the first two games of
the series with a convincing 9-5 win
in the last game of the series.
In the series opener on Saturday,

freshman Christian Carter (San Diego, Calif.) was one of the few offensive bright spots for the Loggers as
he recorded two of the team’s five
hits, going 2-3 on the day. Sophomore Matt Robinson (Lafayette, Calif.) had a solid day on the mound
for the Loggers, going five innings
while only surrendering one earned
run.
He would eventually get the
tough loss as the Loggers could not
push any runs across. Max Beatty went the entire distance on the
mound for the Lutes, finishing his
complete game with seven strikeouts. The Lutes managed to score
four runs on the day despite stranding a staggering 14 runners on base.

Game two of the series started off
in the same fashion for the Loggers.
The Lutes came out hot and put two
runs on the board in the first inning
to take the lead. However, the Loggers utilized a two-out rally to score
four in the top of the seventh and
jump out to a 4-2 lead. Carter, junior Andrew Grady (Cave Creek,
Ariz.), and senior Dakota Resnik
(Bellevue, Wash.) all strung together singles to plate the first two runs
of the inning. The second two came
on a base hit from junior Matt Cox
(Salem, Ore.) with the bases loaded.
The Lutes refused to lie down
though and answered back in the
bottom half of the inning with three
runs of their own, taking a 5-4 lead.

A passed ball in the top half of the
eighth brought home junior Will
Mentor (Seattle, Wash.) to tie the
game back up. The game remained
deadlocked at five runs apiece until the bottom of the tenth, when the
Lutes drove home the winning run
on a walk-off double to hand the
Loggers a heartbreaking loss.
There appeared to be little hope
for the Loggers in the finale as they
trailed 4-0 heading into the seventh.
However, the bats exploded for nine
runs over the final three frames to
bring them back for the 9-5 victory.
Cox had two hits, including a triple, on the day to lead the Loggers.
Freshman Jeff Walton (Carmichael,
Calif.) entered the game from the

bench but provided Puget Sound
with a pair of RBI’s.
On the mound, junior Alex
Baugh (Monroe, Wash.) put on a
tremendous performance in relief
as he struck out seven over two and
a third innings to pick up his first
win of the 2011 campaign.
The victory in game three certainly came as a relief to the Loggers, who were facing an imminent
sweep until the very end.
Puget Sound will take on the second place Pacific Boxers this weekend at home with a chance to move
up in the NWC on the line. They
will also play a midweek make-up
game at home against the Central
Wildcats on April 27.
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All eyes on me: Jeff Walton starts his swing as the rest of the Logger baseball teams looks on. The freshman has a team-leading three home runs in NWC play.
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STF showcases superb talent, excessive melodrama
By LEAH WEITZ
On the weekend of Friday and
Saturday April 15 and 16, Puget
Sound students were treated to The
4th Graders Present an Unnamed
Love-Suicide, a play described by
one actor as “exactly what it sounds
like.”
Directed by Joey Fechtel, the
50-minute play formed a part of the
Senior Theater Festival, and portrayed a fourth grade class putting
on a play... written by a classmate
who had killed himself. While The
4th Graders Present had its moments
of both sincerity and sadness, bolstered by brilliant and genuine acting from several players, it ultimately suffered from a too-complicated
premise, an awkward script and a
melodramatic ending.
The play-within-a-play tells the

story of Johnny (Derek Rainey), an
awkward boy, and Rachel (Grace
Libby), a “fat” girl with beautiful
braids, whom he loves.
The drama of the story is evoked
by the bully Sally (Theresa Gabrielli)
and her boyfriend Mike Rice (Henry
Funk), who cause nothing but trouble for the two fledgeling lovebirds.
It’s a fun premise; however, the fact
that these fourth graders are—stick
with me—played by fourth graders,
played by college students, leads to
all sorts of complications.
The script of the play-withinthe-play had to have been plausibly
written by a fourth grader, and this
sometimes led to fun or cute moments when, for example, Mike Rice
struts on stage and announces “I
am a bully!” However, it generally
worked against the production by
muddling the drama. One affecta-

tion that the fourth grader’s script
included was that of shunning contractions; that is, an abundance of “I
do not”s, “I will”s, etc. This particular quality of the script forced a surreality into many of the scenes that
served only to confuse and annoy.
Further issues with the script
included moments limited by the
fictitious fourth grade playwright’s
explanatory skills: after Mike Rice
announces that he is a bully, he
launches into a long, rambling,
speech in which he attempts to articulate the feelings which have led
him to his bullying ways, a speech
which ultimately falls flat due to the
supposed playwright’s own confusion on the matter.
Script issues aside, the actors
themselves were faced with the
daunting task of portraying fourth
graders portraying fourth graders.

The decision clearly had to be made
at some point on whether the actors
should portray these fourth-gradersportrayed-by-fourth graders as realistically as they could, or whether to
consider the fact that most fourth
graders aren’t very good actors.
The Puget Sound cast seemed to
choose the first option, and for the
most part played their parts well—
perhaps a little too well. Would a
fourth grade actor really be able
to laugh, cry, perform so convincingly? Probably not. However, that
being said, the performances still
remained the highlight of the show.
Another frustration was the layout of the stage in relation to the
audience: the audience sat in a circle
around the action, which resulted in
the actors always facing away from
a significant portion of the audience
regardless of where they stood.

Marika Proctor as Lucy Law,
the cheerful hall monitor, was one
actress who stood out among her
peers for her subtle and endearing
performance, and made audience
members wish that they could consistently see her face.
Ultimately, while the play suffered a sort of Inception-style crisis
of identity with plays-within-plays
and characters-within-characters,
it still managed to have a multitude
of enjoyable moments with its more
lighthearted subject matter.
It was when it veered to darker
territory, particularly at the end with
a highly melodramatic onslaught of
murder and suicide, that the shortcomings of the material swept up
and over the actors, overshadowing
their genuine talent with confusion,
melodrama and ultimately, dissatisfaction.
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Going to dinner, fighting HIV/AIDS

Dry your eyes: Yes, breakups are painful. But music always helps.

Find your mate with
this break-up song quiz
By CHRISTINE LUNDMARK
So your relationship has gone
through the ringer and is finally
kaput, donzo, finit. Are you pissed?
Inconsolable? Feeling blissfully
free? With your free hand (you
know, the one not permanently
attached to a tissue box), take this
quiz to find your perfect break up
anthem.
Question 1. Not to pry, but why
did you breakup in the first place?
A. Obviously because all men are
terrible, terrible human beings.
B. All her yelling, yelling, yelling!
C. You know, I don’t really care
because it feels effing great to be rid
of him!
D. I don’t know! THIS IS THE
WORST THING THAT HAS
EVER HAPPENED TO ME! DO
YOU HEAR ME?? THE WORST
THING!
Question 2. What have you been
doing since the big split?
A. Writing angry poetry, Anne
Sexton style.
B. Thinking continuously about
how awful she was to me.
C. Dancing, going out to parties,
livin’ the life.
D. Trying to teach myself guitar
and, y’know… crying a lot. A lot.
Question 3. Any future prospects?
A. Yeah, but I’ll probably just
stick to women from now on. I’m
done with those chauvinist pigs!
B. Maybe, but I need time to heal.
C. Ohhh yeah! Loads! There’s lots
of fish in the sea and I plan on getting to know each and every one of
them.
D. How can you even say that?!
He was the only one I’ll ever love
and I’ll never, ever get over him!
Aaaagghhhhh!
Question 4. Okay, so suddenly
we’re in Eat, Pray, Love and you’re

in a foreign country trying to soothe
your sorrows. Where are you?
A. Rome. I love looking at the
Coliseum and thinking of him getting ripped to shreds by tigers.
B. Amsterdam. After visiting
eight cafes today, I feel loads better.
C. Barcelona, en la discoteca!
D. Great Britain, walking around
crumbling castles and old cemeteries. Only the dead know how badly
I feel.
Here are your results!
If you picked mostly A’s, your
breakup theme song is Get Gone
by Fiona Apple: “It’s time the truth
was out / that he don’t give a shit
about me.” You’re angry, we get it!
He was a complete scumbag and
you’re much better off without him.
But for the love of god, take a deep
breath and let it go!
If you picked mostly B’s, your
breakup theme song is Blue Monday ’88 by New Order: “How does it
feel / to treat me like you do?” Sure,
she was pretty mean to you towards
the end, but maybe you deserved it.
After all, you did scratch her copy of
The Breakfast Club and unravel her
Cyndi Lauper tape cassette.
If you picked mostly C’s, your
breakup theme song is Breakin’ Up
by Rilo Kiley. “It’s not as if New
York City burned down to the
ground / Once you drove away / …
Ooh it feels good to be free!” Slow
down, honey! I get that you’re relieved to be done with that whole
cluster-thing, but don’t forget to use
protection!
If you picked mostly D’s, your
breakup theme song is Waltz #2
by Elliott Smith. “I’m never gonna
know you now / But I’m gonna love
you anyhow.” You really, really
need to get it together, you sad sack.
They didn’t love you back and that’s
that. Maybe try online dating? Or
knitting?

By JENI OPPENHEIMER
This year marks the 17th anniversary of Dining Out for Life, a Tacoma eating extravaganza that goes
to benefit the Pierce County AIDS
Foundation.
The event is certain to be bigger
than ever, with over 70 restaurants
participating. Each restaurant has
agreed to donate 25 percent of all
food sales on the day of the event.
While Dining Out For Life
doesn’t occur till April 28, Jacqueline Planttner, one of the owners of
Primo Grill, says “we have already
begun to receive reservations.”
Primo has been a long time participant; this will be their tenth
year being involved with the event,
which has allowed them to see the
shift in attitude towards Dining Out
For Life.
Initially, Planttner said, “people
would make reservations not knowing it was a special event…it’s a really busy night where there is lots of
flurry and activity and a few grouches did not want to participate.”
As the years have gone on, however, the event has gotten more
popular.
“Tacoma seems to love it, it’s a
way for the community to connect,”
Planttner said.
Surinder Husain, co-owner of
Gateway to India, echoed this sentiment saying, “It is a worthwhile
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Dining Out for Life: All proceeds benefit local HIV relief.

cause and good food, that day we
are packed.”
Gateway to India has been a participant since 1998, and was donating around $800 every year even before they were making this amount
in the 25 percent sales. Now they
are able to give close to $1000 to the
cause as sales have increased. Primo
also boasts similar sales, showing
that the fundraiser is a success.
“This event is especially important now, due to the government
budget cuts,” Planttner said.
Indeed, Dining Out For Life may
be one of the few sources of funding
that PCAF will receive this year.
Planttner says that this is a difficult balance to get right, as volunteer ambassadors must be careful to
not ask for donations at the wrong
point in the meal.
“They seem to be getting it right,
and some of the volunteers have
worked in the restaurant industry,
making it even easier.”
Most restaurants say that it is
a very busy night and that result
people should make reservations,
though drop-ins are always welcome.
For more information about the
event as well as a complete list of
participating restaurants, check out
the website: http://www.diningoutforlife.com/. And be sure to mark
your calendars to have a meal out
on April 28.

Warm up with vegan Moroccan soup
By KATE SCHWEND

I’ve had a couple of requests for
more vegan recipes, and although
I admittedly have a freezer full of
meat, I’m more than willing to
oblige because I am a recently converted veggie lover.
Part of this conversion occurred
while I was studying abroad in Morocco, where veggies were the most
familiar part of many family meals
(sheep’s feet, anyone?). I learned to
like many things, but most prominently, I cleared my lifelong aversion to tomatoes. That’s thanks to
this thin tomato soup, called harira
(pronounced with a raspy H and
rolled R’s).
Harira is traditionally eaten during the month of Ramadan, often as
a pre-sunrise breakfast before a day
of fasting. However, it’s a popular
dish that’s eaten throughout the rest
of the year, and a great street food

to stumble upon. By the end of the
semester, I think I spent an entire
week eating just Harira for dinner.
It’s thin enough to be surprisingly
good even after a 100+ degree day.
Usually, harira is made with lamb
or chicken, but I think that a vegetarian harira is just as good and just as
filling because it’s made with lentils
and chickpeas. It is also a great example of Moroccan-style cooking,
in which exotic spices are eagerly
thrown together for an amazing effect. So in honor of that sweltering
May week in Agadir, here’s my version of Moroccan Harira:
1 Tbsp. butter (or vegetable oil
for a vegan version)
1 onion, thinly diced
1 Tbsp. cumin
1 Tbsp. fennel seed
1 Tbsp. grated ginger
1 Tbsp. red pepper flakes
1 tsp. cinnamon
1 tsp. tarragon

1 cup minced cilantro
1 29 oz can tomato purée
6 cups vegetable stock
3 celery stocks, diced
3 carrots, diced
½ cup lentils
1 can chickpeas, rinsed
Salt and pepper to taste.

Melt the butter (or vegetable oil)
in a large stock pot. Add the onions
and cook until softened. Add spices
and ½ cup cilantro and cook two to
three more minutes. Add the tomato purée, cover, and cook five more
minutes, then add the remaining
ingredients, except cilantro. Bring
to a boil, then reduce heat and let
simmer for one to one and a half
hours. Stir in remaining cilantro
just before serving.
I eat this with plenty of crusty
bread, which I use to sop up the
soup and clean the bowl as I go, in
true Moroccan style. Delicious!

CORRECTION and EDITOR’S NOTE: In the April 8th edition of The Trail, the article entitled “B-GLAD fundraiser sails ahead despite initial conflits” mistakenly attributes a quote to ASUPS senator at large Scott Miller when the
speaker was in fact, Puget Sound student Tucker Shouse. Additionally, there has been concern voiced that this article contained bias and opinion inappropriate for A&E. We would like to apologize to Mr. Miller, and any members
of ASUPS, B-GLAD or other groups who feel unfairly represented in this article. The Trail continually strives to
produce truthful, balanced content and we appreciate our readers who hold us to this standard as well. Thank you.
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An illustrated guide to the Alder Arts Walk

By TOMMY STONE

Puget Sound’s showcase of local
art, music, poetry and film, Alder
Arts Walk, will be featured at five
houses in close proximity to campus. Friday night’s kickoff party for
the event will include Puget Sound’s
esteemed bluegrass band, Barleywine Revue and a set featuring some
KUPS DJs.
In all, Saturday’s event will host
fourteen bands, ranging from bluegrass, jazz, metal, punk and even
dubstep, so music fans of all sorts
will be hard-pressed to find something that doesn’t appeal to their

individual tastes. Some bands will
be from out of town, some from Tacoma and others will feature fellow
students from Puget Sound.
On Saturday, the first house of
the event will have a sculpture emphasis, located at 3422 N 8th St. Blue
Duck Jazz Combo will start playing
at 3:00 p.m. Then Micaela Cooley
will begin at 3:30, quickly followed
by Noodle Necktie at 4:00.
Puget Sound’s folk-duo the Bottlecap Boys changed their name
from the former nomenclature
Ross & Luke, and thus will be playing their first show under the new
name. They will close the show,

starting at 4:15.
The second house will be at 818
N Washington St., and it will have
a painting and photography emphasis, also featuring musicians from
SALT Records. Valerie Warren will
kick off the show at 4:45, followed
by Josh Tacke, Grace Oberhofer,
Dave Yi and Nathan Faber. These
acts will be performing until 6:40.
Starting at 6:45, Short Shirt will
be the opening act for the third
house at 715 N Union Ave. This
house will have an emphasis on poetry reading. At 7:00, Post Hype will
take the stage. Rhythm & Booze will
close the show at 7:30.

The fourth house at 820 N Union
Ave. will host a couple familiar
names to Puget Sound students—
Bad Maynards and the notorious
Fuck Mountain. Fuck Mountain
will start playing at 8:00 followed
by Bad Maynards at 9:00. Bad Maynards will have just moved to Tacoma from Olympia so the evening’s
show will be their debut as new residents.
Finally, Alder Arts Walk will
come to a close at 808 N Union Ave.
Fang Chia will start playing there
at 10:00. Puget Sound’s own Miasthma will close the show at 11:00,
playing indefinitely into the night.

Guides for the walk will distributed at the first house (which is,
again, 3422 N 8th St.) as well as at
Beyond the Bridge Café, Urban
Xchange and online at alderartswalk.tumblr.com. The event’s
blog page is a good tool to stay on
top of any changes that may take
place before the 23.
Currently, there is still incoming material for art and poetry. As
for film, selections for the Walk
will be played during transitions in
between bands. Alder Arts Walk is
guaranteed to be an intriguing assemblage of art in all of its many
forms.

